




Building? Remodeling? Or just thinking and planning

about your future home? It's a fascinating subject, and mil-

lions of families just like yours are doing the same thing

right now. Whether you're thinking in terms of a modest

home or a stately mansion, the thing that will distinguish

it from all others is the personal factor—the way in which

your own ideas are reflected in it. In the following pages you

will find some interesting ideas utilizing, of course, the prod-

ucts of Crane Co. We think you will want to use some of

them or adapt them to fit into your plans. Most of them are

well within the means of a rather modest budget, and the

added enjoyment you will have in living with them will re-

pay their cost many times over. One suggestion: take your

architect, your builder, your plumbing contractor into your

confidence. Their suggestions, based on a background of

thorough experience, can translate your plans into actual-

ities you'll be proud to live with.



No. 1

The Luxury of Crane— In a Luxury Bath and Dressing Room
How luxurious can you be! Our answer: this beautifully

planned and equipped bathroom and dressing room.
Note the way the fixtures have been separated for con-
venience as well as for privacy. The side-by-side lava-

tories. Their cabinet bases add beauty to the room and
add storage space. Cabinets for Crane Lavatories can
be built—to your design and taste—by cabinetmakers or

by many lumber dealers.



His and Hers—and they couldn't be happier

She loves a deep, warm bath, He says there's nothing
like a shower. And with this arrangement, each is happy.

It's a completely practical arrangement—because each
room has been thoughtfully planned (notice the gen-

erous storage for linens and supplies). Of course there's

adequate privacy so either can serve for guests. Be-

cause you're selecting Crane fixtures, you can count on
being completely pleased (and proud) with this idea.



Lavish with everything except space and money

Side by side—and private—rooms for lavatory and water closets and both share a

single tub and shower. You get all the advantages of a second bathroom in just

slightly more room and for just slightly more cost than a single one. Even if you're

shy on room, you'd never guess it.



This compact master bath and dressing room looks big

By arranging the water closet, shower receptor and
built-in lavatory along one wall and grouping generous

closet facilities to enclose the room, our designer has

gotten the most from the least space. He's added a

second—but separate—lavatory along a facing wall.

And there's nothing crowded about the floor plan. The

dressing table has cabinet space beneath for cosmetics

and bathroom supplies. The entire idea is keyed to

blend with the adjoining master bath, which acquires

spaciousness because it's uncrowded by closets.



Interesting approach to master bath and powder room

Either room would be exciting and interesting alone.

But when you place them side-by-side, and add a clear

plastic dome you fill the master bath with natural light,

and heighten the effect. What's more, you can place

your bath where you want it—without worrying about a

window. You give your floor plan added flexibility.



No. 6

Making the most of just one bath

There may be reasons why a second bath or powder room is impossible. That means
you'll want the most convenient plan for the bathroom you will have. And that's what

this idea offers. Each area is sectioned off so that different parts can be used simul-

taneously and with privacy. It's almost like having two baths.



Finding room for another bath in a center hall home

Older center hall homes
generally offer good value.

The floor plan is a favorite.

The architecture is, too,

and many center hall

homesarein settled, pleas-

ant neighborhoods. On the

other hand, because of

their age, they often have

inadequate bathroom facil-

ities. Fortunately, it's easy

to "borrow" space from

the center hall for an extra

bathroom. This doesn'tde-

tractfrom center hall charm

and convenience. And, too,

the hall is.wide enough for

a roomy bathroom. With

Crane fixtures, the added

bath increases the value

and appearance of the

home—and heightens the

delight of living in it.

This bath tucks into a dormer

If you need another bath and have a dormer—this is the

idea you've looked for. Enclosing the interior area, as

shown, gives you floor space. And with the window,

you've the makings of a light, bright and airy room. Fol-

lowing the designer's suggestion will give you generous

amounts of new closet space, too.
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This powder room takes almost no room at all

If you're building a new home, or remodeling one, with emphasis on best use of space,

this idea may solve your powder room problem. Just tuck it under the stairs. There's

room for a water closet and lavatory— if they're Crane's Petite and Cornate. A medi-

cine chest for handy first aid stores, and a mirror to help freshen up. All this—and in

only 3 feet by 4% feet. And it's space well used, instead of wasted.



No .10

You'll love living with this bright idea

Household jobs become chores because no one's

bothered much to organize work flow efficiently. In this

off-the-kitchen arrangement, laundry facilities are

grouped for functional simplicity, Next to the laundry

area, there's a powder room plus—a handy shower. What
could be more conducive to quick clean-ups after work-

ing in the yard, or tuning the car? It's another idea from

Crane to help you enjoy your home even more.



No. 11

Two good reasons for a kitchen like this

Over by the window there's a dual sink. Just a little dis-

tance away is another sink. Why the second one? For

vegetable preparation and other single basin chores.

But mostly to keep traffic moving when you're entertain-

ing guests. The vegetable sink doubles as a bar for mix-

ing drinks and fixing snacks. And because it has a

fountain, it triples as a refreshment stand for the kids

—and spares the glassware as well as mother.



3 bonus ideas to group or use individually

Take a corner where the light is right for indoor garden-

ing . . . where it's bright for entertaining . . . and add this

idea to your planning. Your bar in one room and your

flower room just next to it, with powder room convenient

to both. There's even a sink for watering plants and re-

moving soil from your green thumb. This idea is a must

for avid gardeners (and suggests the beginnings of a

combination flower and darkroom). The three separate

rooms are clustered for economy—and to fit comfort-

ably in an average size house.



Everybody out of the pool into this dream Cabana

If you have a pool, but no cabana, you know how useful

one would be. And if you've looked into pool house
designs, you probably know, too, how expensive some
can be. Here's one that offers more than most and does
it imaginatively. Construction is of economical concrete

block on a slab floor. The roof rests on pillars across

the front and on the wall at rear. This provides air and

light without windows. There's only one door (in the

powder room). Changing areas have canvas curtains.

And tucked in the shade of the overhanging roof are a

grill and wash-up sink for cook-out convenience. This

idea makes the cabana largely a do-it-yourself project.



No. 14

Outdoor Cooker and Cooler Combination

If you have a permanent barbecue in your planning, go just a little farther and make it

doubly useful. Add a Crane Thurstend Fountain. It's a safe source for cool, clean

water for the children whenever they play outdoors on hot summery days. And it

keeps them from tracking into the kitchen, too. They'll think it's pretty special—and

so will you.



For a lifetime of comfort—Crane heating and air conditioning

A house is not just a place to come in out of the rain. It's a lot of things—in-

cluding the biggest single investment you may make in your lifetime. It's the

center of all you do, and all you work for—your family, your friends, your own

private world.

Just how much enjoyment you'll get from your home depends to a great extent

on how it's cooled and heated. This isn't simply a matter of temperature; you can

actually be uncomfortably warm or uncomfortably cold while the thermometer

reads 70°. It depends on how well your heating and cooling contractor designs a

system to fit your needs.

Let's face it—cooling and heating are two things that most of us would prefer

to forget; we just want to be comfortable. And today, you can do just that. When
you turn over these problems to your Crane contractor you can pretty well afford

to forget the indoor weather problem.

Only your local Crane contractor can prescribe the exact system for your home.

He is familiar with your local conditions. He can examine your particular house

plans. He has ready access to all the Crane heating and cooling products designed

to meet every situation.

The following pages will give you some general ideas on Crane built-in lifetime

comfort. For specifics, see your Crane contractor.



Single-level home—Crane-conditioned comfort

One thing about the single-level—every square foot of floor space is important. That's

why Crane's fully automatic hydronic heating units—incredibly small but imposingly

effective— are being used so frequently. They're much smaller than your automatic

washer, can be installed in any tuck-away corner or closet. And attractive baseboard

heating elements take up practically no room at all, encircle the home with a weather-

guard barrier to winter's worst efforts. Summertime cooling with a ducted system

installed in the crawl-space, with an outdoor condensing unit for ultra-quiet comfort.

With Crane equipment, it's an investmentthat pays dividends for a lifetime of comfort.
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Split-levels and heat levels and Crane
There's nothing quite like the split-level home as a means of expressing your own
individuality. Originally, though, they presented a special problem all their own—the
indisputable physical law that heat rises. It was difficult to get comfortable room

temperature at the lower levels without overheating the upper. Solution : Crane-zone-

controlled heating, with individual thermostats anywhere in the house, with which you

can dial the temperature for that particular section. Now bedrooms can be kept com-

fortably cool while living rooms are comfortably warm, and any room or section can be

just the temperature you like. Modern baseboard hydronic heating can be fortified

with Crane fan-coil units that heat in the winter, cool in the summer, give you the

selection you want all year 'round.



Traditional styling and modern comfort

All the grace and charm of the traditional home is so much more gracious when it's

Crane-conditioned for winter warmth and summer cooling. The trend toward big

window areas was made possible by modern hydronic heating—the sun-like warmth

that is nature's own way of providing comfort. And hydronic heating is just the thing

for the lady of the house who likes to display her ingenuity by rearranging the furniture

frequently. There are no restrictions—no registers that must be avoided, because

hydronics doesn't depend on heated air to provide warmth. For the traditional home,

there are several kinds of Crane air conditioning; the proper selection can best be made

by your Crane contractor, who has had wide experience with many types of homes.



The New Look in basements
Not so long ago, the basement or cellar was the dark, dusty place downstairs where
nobody went unless they had to. Today, chances are, you'll find many homes where
the basement is the social center for the youngsters and frequent gathering place for

their parents, too. The difference lies in the new concepts in heating plants. Today,
any home, new or old, can have an attractive, useful basement in which the heating

unit is so inconspicuous that it won't even be noticed. For a growing family in the
older home, it's very practical to consider expanding downward. Many homes have
basements as large as their entire floor area. This unused space can be put to practical

utility by your neighborhood contractor—at very little cost.
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